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Abstract 

Pressurized hybrid composite pipe structures, produced by filament wound subjected to impact loads, were 

numerically investigated. A combined 3D-FE Model based on the use of interlaminar and intralaminar damage 

models is established. Intralaminar damages such as matrix cracking and fibre failures are predicted using 3D 

Hashin criteria, whereas interlaminar damage (delamination) was evaluated using cohesive zone elements. The 

damage model was coded and implemented as a user-defined material subroutine (VUMAT) for Abaqus/Explicit. 

Numerical results in the form of contact force, displacement and energy dissipated compare well with the 

experimental results. Predicted matrix damage in each cross-ply of hybrid composite pipe and delamination onset 

were also presented in this paper. The ability of this new 3D model to simulate the damage evolution in the full-

scale pressurized hybrid composite pipe under low-velocity impact events were demonstrated throughout 

comparison with existing experimental results published.  
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1. Introduction 

Composite pipe structures are used in many industrial applications. Their important aspect is in the distribution 

of fluids or fuels. When used on real applications, pipes structures are subjected to combined loading conditions: 

Internal pressure due to fluids or the form of liquid or gas and accidental impact loads due to environmental 

conditions or during a repair. The risk of damage in the major parts of cases is presented, which pushes many 

researchers to study the evolution of damage in the integrity of the tubular structure [1-19]. Up to our knowledge, 

the majority of the studies about progressive damage are based on experimental investigation, in addition, at this 

stage of research, there is no or little numerical comparative study of the damage in hybrid tubular structures when 

those structures are subjected to combined loads pressure and impact loads. Due to the high cost of carbon fibres, 

optimal configurations are investigated in reducing costs and saving sufficient resistance. Hybridization of various 

fibres is one of the widely used approaches to achieve this target ensuring adequate mechanical properties with a 

cost reduction. In this regard, glass fibre is the best option in terms of cost, availability, and nature of the treatment. 

The ability to predict the damage and behaviour of composite pipes is essential and indispensable for the design 

of pipelines. Therefore, it is necessary to analyse the initiation and evolution of the damage.  

In the literature and the recent investigation, there are studies about damage evolution in the composite pipe [20-

31]. Farhood et al. [25] have been experimentally conducted the hybridization effects on the compressive strength 

of carbon and glass fibre in filament-wound hybrid composite pipes, under both sections after and before impact 

events, it was observed a high fluctuation by the impact curves (i.e. force-displacement) with a rebounding impact 

response caused by greater damage severity on the samples, mainly due to the high impact energy and the absence 

of internal pressure on the tested samples. Gemi et al. [26] investigated the effect of stacking sequences in a 

pressurized hybrid composite pipe under low-velocity impact. A comparative study between three stratifications 

was studied, and the damage formation and delamination onset were discussed. Gemi et al. [32-34] in another 

work investigated the low-velocity impact response when the pipe combined and subjected to internal pressure. It 

is found that the increased internal pressure generates an increased range in the low-velocity impact response and 

progressive damage. The effects of hybridization and stacking sequence in various laminates have been reported 

[35-39]. The effects of impact damages of ±55° glass epoxy composite cylinders and the influences of scales and 

sizes on failure and dynamic responses have been reported [40-42]. Özbek et al. [43] investigated the intraplay 

hybrid glass-basalt fibre reinforced composite pipe produced by filament wound subjected to quasi-static 

compression, the crashworthiness response and the failure mode was analysed. Guo et al. [44] investigated the 

progressive damage of thin composite laminates subjected to low-velocity impact, after that, the samples were 



exposed to compression-load; the experimental curves show the best agreement with numerical results. The effect 

of low-velocity impact on hybrid composite pipes structures is always stayed not perfectly understood and 

especially its numerical simulation is extremely complicated. Energy absorption characteristics in composites and 

hybrid composite materials used in marine energy under impact loading was investigated in [45-48]. Shi et al. [49] 

proposed a damage evolution model for predicting different scenarios in a circular plate subjected to low-velocity 

impact, the experimental data confronted with the numerical model, the numerical results show the best agreement. 

With the same data, Zhou et al. [50] employed another 3D finite element model based on a modified progressive 

damage model to evaluate the dynamic response and damage onset in cross-ply composite laminates under low-

velocity impact. Both methods validate the experimental results. In another work, Zhou et al. [51] based on the 

first experimental results drop on the composite circular plate, for simulating multiple impacts using restart 

technique existed in Abaqus software, the effect of a repeated impact is discussed. An experimental and numerical 

investigation on the dynamic response of composite panels under hydroelastic impact loading and slamming 

impacts are reported in [52-54]. In previously published studies by the author, composite pipes in GCG stacking 

sequence were produced in [±75/±55/±45] configuration. Considering all the pressure values specified in 

ANSI/AWWA C950 standard, low velocity impact tests at 20J energy level were applied to the prestressed samples 

and the samples were subjected to fatigue test at 50% of the maximum burst pressure [30, 33]. In the study, post-

impact damages were examined in detail and it was determined that the damage occurred in the composite pipe 

decreased as the pre-stress values increased. It was also reported that in low prestressed samples, delamination 

damage and intense other damage modes were observed in the impact region due to high displacement, while at 

high prestress values, only delamination damage was to occur. Pipes subjected to low-velocity impact under these 

conditions were subjected to fatigue test and it was determined that their fatigue life increased with the increase in 

pre-stress. In the study, burst tests were applied to the non-damaged pipes and pipes exposed to low velocity impact 

at 4, 8, 12 bar prestressing values. It was determined that their burst strength was 310, 239, 264 and 282 bar, 

respectively. It was also reported that the residual burst strength after low velocity impact increased depending on 

an increase in the prestressing [30].   

Impacts can significantly reduce the residual strength of composite structures without necessarily leaving 

visible marks on the outer surface, for that the simulation of progressive damage in composite structures under 

low-velocity impact is more and more recommended for improving their structural integrity. The main objective 

is to develop a robust numerical model to accurately represent what is being observed in experimental 

investigation. Small damage can have a considerable effect on the durability of the structure composite materials. 



An efficient study of these structures makes it possible to reduce uncertainties and risks; it is the best way to know 

opportunities for product success before getting started. A robust numerical model consists of replacing a large 

part of the real tests to decrease the number of physical tests required for certification. However, the models, as 

well as the computational methods used for the simulations, must have the confidence of the control authorities, 

this permit dimensioning as well as the composite structures intended to operate for a long time. 

While there is no numerical analysis for hybrid composite pipe under low-velocity impact with variation in 

stacking sequences. In this present work, a 3D FE model simultaneously based on the application of interlaminar 

and intralaminar damage is constructed for simulating the impact-induced damage in a pressurized hybrid 

composite pipe at different stacking sequence, and comparing with existing experimental data published by Gemi 

et al. [26].  

 

2. Constitutive Model of Damaged Material 

In this section, the adoption of a progressive failure model in FE simulations was discussed. Damage on 

composite materials happens in two substantial steps namely: damage initiation and damage evolution. The 

damage onset and his propagation in hybrid laminate predicted and based on the continuum damage mechanics 

(CDM) to compute the coefficients degradation of the stiffness matrix, within this model, the relationship between 

the effective stress (σ̂) and nominal stress (σ) for the damaged laminate, can be described in the form: 

σ̂ = d. σ (1) 

Where d presents the damage operator.  

Thus stress with the presence of the damages is given as: 

 

σi,j = Ci,j (d). εi,j (2) 

Where C is the orthotropic stiffness matrix without damage. This matrix in the following form:   

 

C =  

[
 
 
 
 
 
C11 C12 C13

C12 C22 C23

C13 C23 C33

0   0   0
0    0    0
0    0    0

0   0   0
0   0   0
0   0   0

C44 0 0
0 C55 0
0 0 C66]

 
 
 
 
 

 (3) 

 

Then the damage stiffness matrix is as follow [44]: 



dC11 = (1 − df) E1 (1 − v23
2)Γ, 

dC33 = (1 − df) (1 − dm) E3 (1 − v21
2)Γ, 

dC23 = (1 − df) (1 − dm) E2(v32 − v12v31)Γ, 

dC44 = (1 − df) (1 − dmtsmt) E1 (1 − dmcsmc)G12, 

dC66 = (1 − df) (1 − dmtsmt) E1(1 − dmcsmc)G31, 

dC22 = (1 − df) (1 − dm) E2(1 − v13
2)Γ 

dC12 = (1 − df) (1 − dm) E1(v21 − v31v23)Γ 

dC31 = (1 − df) (1 − dm) E1(v31 − v21v32)Γ 

dC55 = (1 − df) (1 − dmtsmt) E1(1 − dmcsmc)G23 

(4) 

Where the damage variables and Γ are given by equation 5 [44]: 

df = 1 − (1 − dft) (1 − dfc) 

dm = 1 − (1 − dmt) (1 − dmc) 

Γ = 1 (1 − v12
2⁄ − v23

2 − v13
2 − 2 v12v23v13) 

(5) 

 
Where df, dm and ds is the damage variables for the fibre, matrix and shear failure mode respectively. 

2.1. Intralaminar failure criteria  

To develop a high-fidelity model to capture the damage, the modelling must consider the different forms of 

damage occurring during the impact tests. The damage of the composite material is an accumulation of microscopic 

and macroscopic defects at the fibre, matrix and ply scales [55, 56]. In our knowledge, fibre and matrix damage 

can happen among a lamina and the onset of this damage takes place when applying stress in the hybrid composite 

laminate [34, 45], which ranges the highest strength of the oriented different stacking layers. Damage formation 

happens in the overall interface because of the difference between both moduli, the transverse compression 

modulus of the fibres and the modulus of the matrix, which shows the main reason for the initiation of damage. A 

developed user material VUMAT subroutine was coded in FORTRAN language and accomplished by the FE 

Abaqus/Explicit package, to compute the intralaminar damage. The failure initiation was identified, the events of 

damage formation were modelled (without ignoring the interlaminar mechanism) and are based on the use of 3D 

Hashin failure criteria [57, 58], for both case fibres and matrix and this criterion was used by many researchers 

and in the industrial field and provide a better result in the damage analysis of composite structures application. 

On the other hand, the main inconvenience of these criteria is the combination of different fracture mechanisms of 

the UD plies together. In the present study, these criteria are used in all procedure of progressive damage of the 

hybrid composite pipe and illustrated in Table 1. 

  



Table 1. Hashin failure criteria [59].  

Fibre Tensile Failure (σ
11

≥ 0): fft = (
σ11

Xt
)
2

≥ 1 

Fibre Compression Failure (σ
11

< 0)  ffc = (
σ11

Xc
)
2

≥ 1 

Matrix Tensile Failure (σ
22

+ σ33) ≥ 0 fmt =
(σ22 + σ33)

2

Yt
2 +

σ23
2 − σ22σ33

S23
2 + (

σ12

S12
)
2

+ (
σ13

S13
)
2

≥ 1 

Matrix Compression Failure (σ
22

+

σ33) < 0 

fmc =
1

Yc
((

Yc

2S23
)
2

− 1) (σ22 + σ33) +
(σ22 + σ33)

2

4S23
2  

       +
σ23

2 − σ22σ33

S23
2 + (

σ12

S12
)
2

+ (
σ13

S13
)
2

≥ 1 

 

2.2. Damage evolution  

As before mentioned, following the satisfaction of onset failure criteria, supplementary loading runs to 

degradation of composite material stiffness, consequently, the material properties were changed following model 

degradation of material property, determined by the relationship between the effective stress and displacement, the 

phase of damage formation evolution can be established. Also, the full variables of damage for each mode in both 

cases, the matrix and fibres are defined as displacement form: 

di = 
δi,eq
f (δi,eq − δ

i,eq

0 )

δi,eq(δi,eq
f − δi,eq

0 )
       ,   δi,eq

0 ≤ δi,eq ≤  δi,eq
f

 (6) 

 δeq  
0   : Equivalent displacements at the starting point of the damage. 

 δi,eq
f   : Equivalent displacements at the total propagated point of damage 

δi,eq  : Equivalent displacement 

di    : Damage variable computed for each damage mode, 

Therefore, as shown in Fig. 1, the point A and C correspond respectively to d=0 and d=1, and these different 

displacements can be calculated with the use of fracture energy relating to each variable of the damage as follows: 



  

Fig. 1. Constitutive response of interlaminar damage model [45]. 

Gi = ∫ σ dε
δi,eq
f

δi,eq
0

= 
1

2
 (δi,eq

f − δi,eq
0 ) σi,eq

0  

δi,eq
f − δi,eq

0 = 
2Gi

σi,eq
0  

δi,eq
0 =   δi,eq √fi⁄  

σi,eq
0 = σi,eq/ √fi 

(7) 

σi,eq  : equivalent stress                                     fi : initial failure 

σi,eq
0   : equivalent initial stress                           Gi : fracture energy 

 

These variable corresponding to each mode, and each variable computed for each element's integration point, 

to define the degradation of stiffness in hybrid composite materials as illustrated in Table 2, therefore, in each 

iteration, the  equivalent stress and equivalent displacements  should be determined by the solver until the total 

failure reach’s in elements 𝑑𝑓=1, consequently the model start to suppress elements, and the stress becomes a value 

of zero, in addition, the element will be deleted from the laminate stiffness [58]. 

 

 

 

 



Table 2. Equivalent displacement and equivalent stress presented for each mode [58]. 

Failure mode 𝛅𝐢,𝐞𝐪 𝛔𝐢,𝐞𝐪 

Fibre tensile 

damage mode 
Lc√(ε11)

2  +  (ε12)
2 + (ε31)

2 Lc(σ11ε11 + σ12ε12 + σ31ε31) δ1,eq⁄  

Fibre compressive 

damage mode 
Lc√(−ε11 −

⟨ε
33

⟩. E33

E11
)2 Lc(E11(−ε11 −

⟨ε
33

⟩. E33

E11
) δ2,eq⁄  

Matrix tensile 

damage mode 
Lc√(ε22)

2  +  (ε12)
2 + (ε23)

2 Lc(σ22ε22 + σ12ε12 + σ23ε23) δ3,eq⁄  

Matrix 

compressive 

damage mode 
Lc√(−ε22 −

⟨ε
33

⟩. E33

E22
)2 + (ε12)

2  Lc(E22(−ε22 −
⟨ε

33
⟩. E33

E22
+ σ12ε12 ) δ2,eq⁄  

Where ⟨ε
ii
⟩ is the Macaulay operator and calculated as: 

⟨ε
ii
⟩ =

εii + |εii|

2
 (8) 

Lc defined as characteristic length, which is determined when the material used exhibits strain-softening 

behaviour [57] to overcome the localisation of the strain, thus is integrated into the model to make the 

independence of the absorbed energy over model mesh sensitivity. In the 3D element case, the characteristic length 

is calculated by the cube root of the zone associated with the material point. 

2.3. Interlaminar damage 

Several simulation procedures use models of 3D behaviour that consider the effects of delamination in the 

same model, while others use the cohesive zone model because the plane of propagation of the delamination is 

located at the interface between two crossed orientations plies. For an accurate representation of the impacts 

scenario, it is important to establish adequate models. Inserting a cohesive interface into the modelling permits the 

prediction of interlaminar damage and its interaction with intralaminar damage. In the present work delamination 

onset between different layers of hybrid composite pipe was predicted by the implementation of the cohesive zone 

elements determined by a traction-separation law Fig. 2. This rule explains an initial linear-elastic phase until the 

satisfying the condition of the damage-initiation, subsequent by a linear phase of softening computing progressive 

de-cohesion of the cohesive interface with growing damage. In accordance with the law, the surface subjected to 



the traction-displacement curve defines fracture toughness means the critical energy release rate for a particular 

fracture mode [60]. In this study, it is assumed that complete fracture occurs when the cohesive traction disappears 

at the final stage of the degradation phase. Damage evolution was controlled by an indicator of damage, varying 

from zero for undamaged elements until to reach the value equal to 1 pushing the total de-cohesion between layers. 

The crack onset occurred when a stress-based quadratic interaction criterion was satisfied: 

(
tn

tn
max

)
2

+ (
ts

ts
max

)
2

+ (
tt

tt
max)

2

≤ 1 (9) 

 

𝑡𝑛 , 𝑡𝑠 and 𝑡𝑡   represent the user elements cohesive stresses. Damage evolution was described using fracture energy, 

and a linear softening behaviour was employed. The fracture energy dependency on mixed fracture modes is 

described using Benzeggagh-Kenane formulation [61]: 

GC = GC
I + (GC

II − GC
I ) (

GC
II + GC

III

GC
II + GC

I )

η

 (10) 

 

  

Fig. 2. Law of the traction-separation adopted for the CZM approach. 

 

GC
I  , GC

II and GC
III  relate to the crucial values of the energy of fracture necessary to incite the failure with each 

fracture mode. 

For more demonstration, the algorithm of the proposed model is described in Fig. 3. 

The simulations were performed using memory cluster system Linux workstation domain-level 

decomposition available in the MPI-based parallel solver of ABAQUS/Explicit was used for the computation. 



 

Fig. 3. Numerical implementation of the damage model (VUMAT) under Abaqus software 

 

2.4. Material properties 

To simulate the event of the pressurized hybrid composite pipe under low-velocity impact, the model of hybrid 

pipes consisted of different material properties, following the composite plies, and the parts such as the support 

and the impactor. In addition, cohesive interface properties are required. The properties of the stacking sequences 

were defined, based on the previous investigations [20, 21, 26] reported in Table 4, and the properties of three 

interfaces (carbon-carbon, glass carbon, glass-glass) have been defined by the inverse calculation and reported in 

Table 5. 

 



Table 3. Geometry of the hybrid pipe 

Internal radius, Ri 

(mm) 

External radius, Re 

(mm) 

Tube length, L  

(mm) 

Stacking sequence 

36 38.4 300 [±55]3 

 

Table 4: Material properties  

Properties   Epoxy Matrix E-Glass Fiber                 Carbon Fiber 

E (MPa) 3400 73100 230000 

 (MPa) 50-60 2345 3500 

Fibre volume fraction (%)     - 50 10 

Density (kg/m3)                                 1200 2600 1750 

 

Table 5: The cohesive contact model parameters  

Interlaminar properties (Glass-Glass)  Value 

 

Elastic (N/mm3)  

 

Strength (MPa) 

 

Fracture (N/mm) 

 

Mode Interaction BK 

 

tn =10, ts =14, tt = 14, 

 

Kn = Ks =  Kt = 1.00E +06, 
 

GIC=0.145, GIIC=0.2, GIII=0.2. 

 

𝜂 =1.4. 

Interlaminar properties (Carbon-Glass)  Value 

 

Elastic (N/mm3)  

 

Strength (MPa) 

 

Fracture (N/mm) 

 

Mode Interaction BK 

 

tn =30, ts =80, tt = 80, 

 

Kn = Ks =  Kt =1.00E+06, 
 

GIC=0.52 , GIIC=0,97 ,GIII=0.97. 

 

𝜂 =1.2. 

Interlaminar properties (Carbon-Carbon) Value 

 

Elastic (N/mm3)  

 

Strength (MPa) 

 

Fracture (N/mm) 

 

Mode Interaction BK 

 

tn =20, ts =80, tt = 80, 

 

Kn = Ks =  Kt =1.00E+06, 
 

GIC=0.512 , GIIC=2,GIII=2. 

 

𝜂 =1.3. 

 

3. Boundary Conditions and Contact Algorithm 

A 3D FE model was constructed for the analysis of composite hybrid pipe and to certify the prediction of the 

subroutine (VUMAT). The impactor, the stacking sequence, the support of V shape, and proper boundary 

conditions were applied as shown in Fig. 4. All boundary conditions have been defined in the numerical model 

according to the experimental tests investigated by Gemi [26]. For the contact algorithm, cohesive elements were 



used between every two plies and hard contact between the support and the hybrid pipe [62]. The model 

constructed with a clamped edge. The hybrid composite pipes consisted of six plies oriented ±55° and each ply 

has a thickness of 0.4 mm, in this study an analysis of three stacking sequences is shown in Fig. 5. Total nodes of 

the hybrid composite pipe edge were attached in all direction x y z to compute the clamped conditions, Firstly an 

increment of internal pressure was defined in the load module and according to the experimental apparatus that it 

increases until to reach 32 bar before the contact between the impactor and the hybrid pipe, there are studies in the 

literature investigated the friction coefficient between composite and metal composite/composite [63, 64]. In the 

present study, a usual friction coefficient of 0.3, was employed for all of the introduced contacts (Hybrid 

pipe/support - Impactor/Hybrid pipe).  

 

 

Fig. 4. Hybrid composite pipe under combined loads. 

 



 

Fig. 5.  Materials and stacking sequences 

  

At the stage of determining the prestress value in the study, the studies conducted by the author [18, 26, 30, 

32, 33], other studies in the literature [65, 66] and the operating pressures recommended by the ANSI/AWWA 

C950 standard [67, 68] were taken into consideration. According to the ANSI/AWWA C950 standard, operating 

pressures determined for GRP pipes are in the range of 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28 and 32 bars. In this study, the 

prestressing pressure was chosen as the highest working pressure, 32 bar [26]. The undamaged burst tests of hybrid 

composite pipes were carried out in another study by the author, and as a result, the maximum burst stresses were 

obtained as 272, 280 and 265 bar in GGC, GCG and CGG stacked hybrid pipes, respectively [20]. 

3.1. Numerical implementation and mesh details  

For a high-performance mesh, each ply was well discretized to consider out-of-plane stress components. All 

plies are meshed with linear volume elements C3D8R. The impactor that has a mass of 6.35 kg and the V shape 

support is modelled by rigid bodies and meshed with rigid quadrilateral elements R3D4. Cohesive zone elements 

were inserted between two full-scale plies, with zero mm in the thickness of the hybrid composite pipe and the 

inserted element technique in the interaction module of Abaqus was adopted [62]. The simulation is carried out by 

an explicit code simulation package. The generated mesh considered that the element's dimensions, size are 

identical. The distortion controls implemented in Abaqus software and the hourglass method using the enhanced 

scheme were employed for all of the elements [62]. According to the experimental device, it is imposed an initial 

condition as an impact speed at the affected reference point of the impactor. The condition of contact between the 

full impactor and the target does not allow inter-penetration between surfaces. To make sure good representation 

of the bending of the hybrid composite pipe, an enrichment by five integration points was performed in each 

average ply thickness. To minimize the calculation time without affecting the results of the simulation, an optimal 

mesh size, verifying the convergence of the numerical solution with the elastic phase is conducted. We start to 

reduce the element size from 10 mm, to 0.5 mm. As evidenced by the evolution, the convergence study in terms 



of velocity and the impactor displacement during contact is shown in Figs. 6 and 7, where it is observed the 1 and 

0.5 mm elements are identical. 

 

Fig. 6. Finite element model of full-scale hybrid pipes, impactor, and the support 



 

Fig. 7. Mesh convergence  

4. Results and Discussion  

To determine the impact velocity and energies to be applied to the pipes produced with the filament winding 

method in similar diameter and configuration, the literature reviewed comprehensively. Produced by the filament 

winding method, were investigated in determining the loading energies. In literature, researchers generally utilized 

5, 10, 15, and 20J energy [69-74] and 1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3 m/s contact velocity [75-77] in the low-velocity impact test 

of composite pipes [78-79]. Damage analyses of FRP pipes, which were pre-damaged in these energy and speed 

ranges, were made and the remaining strength values after impact were determined. The low-velocity impact 

energies to be applied in the experimental stage of this study were determined based on the previous studies 

considering the diameter, thickness and number of layers of the pipe, and damage analysis after preliminary impact 

tests. Low-velocity impact tests were performed at 5, 10, 15, 20J energy level under 32 bar internal pressure for 

the hybrid pipes produced in three different stacking sequence. After the tests, damage developments were 

examined and the obtained results were presented comparatively. Based on the experimental study results, the 

present numerical study was developed and the results were compared with the experimental study and commented 

comparatively. 



 

Following the convergence study, the obtained numerical results, are thus confronted with experimental curves 

data. The 3D model estimated the force-time loading curve for different stacking sequences. The variations and 

the maximum load values obtained from combined load events are presented in Figs. 8, 9 and 10. Through the 

impact results, the impactor drops on the hybrid pipe, and the contact force achieves the supreme value. 

Subsequently, the load decreases. It can be seen from the results that the variation of the load-time for each case 

of stacking sequences of pressurized hybrid pipe under the same impact energy is different. The cause rationale 

for this discrepancy is based is that the impact response of the hybrid composite pipes changes according to the 

different materials of stacking sequences. In addition, the fluctuations informed to be the symptom of progressive 

damage and these fluctuations increase with increasing the impact energy. Therefore, the model analyses provide 

approximately the same frequencies and peak-to-peak magnitudes as the data of experimental investigation, 

especially for the low impact energies of 5 and 10J (stacking sequences CGG and GCG). As seen in the 

experimental investigation [26] the samples show the same variation in temporal evolution, except for GGC 

stacking at 20J, the main cause is that the five and six layers of the GGC samples are hidden with the carbon fibre 

area which is impacted with very significant contact stress and the formation of damage during contact become 

easy. Therefore, it can be seen, in the stacking CGG and GCG that, the carbon plies are covered by glass plies that 

mean a decrease of stress compared GGC stacking. This correlation makes it possible to verify the adequacy of 

the developed model with the experimental results. For impact energies, 15J and 20J, the discrepancies between 

the experimental and the numerical results in unloading have observed which are attributed to the fact that the 

accuracy of the finite element analysis decreases with an increase in impact velocity. Moreover, the impactor 

would move slower in stacking sequence GGC, resulting in a longer duration. In general, the similar incidences 

and approximately peak to peak amplitude as the test curves in the experimental investigation for the different low 

impact energies. 



   

(a) 5J (b) 10J 

   

(c)15J (d) 20J 

Fig. 8.  Confrontation Test/3D simulation of contact force-time curves of stacking sequences CGG under different impact 
energy     
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(c) 15J (d) 20J 

Fig. 9.  Confrontation Test/3D simulation of contact force-time curves of stacking sequences GCG under different impact  

energy   
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Fig. 10. Confrontation Test/3D simulation of contact force-time curves of stacking sequences GGC under different impact   

 

Figs. 11, 12 and 13 compare the impactor displacements for the different implemented criteria. The numerical 

results show reasonable comparable trends with the filtered experimental curves and a similar temporal evolution, 

but overestimate the value of the displacements of the impactor in rebound and for the majority of cases, were 

observed. It can be noted that the stiffness predicted by the numerical model of the CGG and GCG configurations 

is higher than that given by the experimental results. This can be explained by the fact that in the numerical model, 

the interweaving of the fibres and their distribution is assumed to be perfect, whereas for the samples tested this is 

not guaranteed. In addition, when the criterion is verified numerically for certain elements, this results in their 

deletion, whereas physically these elements are still present [49], which may explain the overestimation of the 

contact forces for certain impact energies. In general, the model implemented with the three-dimensional criterion 

of Hashin (1980) (criterion presented) seems able to reproduce the overall behaviour. 



 

  

(a) 5J (b) 10J 

   

(c) 15J (d) 20J 

Fig. 11.  Confrontation Test/3D simulation of displacement-time curves of stacking sequences CGG under different impact 
energy     
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(c) 15J (d) 20J 

Fig. 12.  Confrontation Test/3D simulation of displacement-time curves of stacking sequences GCG under different impact 
energy     
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(c) 15J (d) 20J 

Fig. 13. Confrontation Test/3D simulation of displacement-time curves of stacking sequences GGC under different impact 
energy     

4.1. Energy dissipation  

The 3D models were capable to predict the absorbed energy evolution. The comparison between obtaining 

numerical results and experimental curve data at two cases 15J and 20J for different stacking sequences as shown 

in Fig. 14 is done. The stacking sequence GGC presents the highest energy absorption and the lowest rebound 

energy. In general, a small discrepancy between numerical and experimental curves was observed. For the 

impacted surface, the evaluated envelopes of the matrix cracking (Figs. 15, 16 and 17) subsequently the predicted 

behaviour. Matrix cracks produced in the way of the fibre direction. Delamination of each stacking sequences is 

reported in Fig. 20 at each interface (between two oriented plies) with affecting three different cohesive elements 

(glass-glass and glass-carbon and carbon-carbon) and it was not possible to compare with experimental 



delamination due to the method of SEM used in the experimental investigation [26], the estimations by simulations 

for three stacking sequences are poorly overestimated. The overall interlaminar and intralaminar damage presents. 

  
Stacking sequence CGG 

 
 

Stacking sequence GCG 

  
Stacking sequence GGC 

Fig. 14. Confrontation Test/3D simulation of energy-time curves of stacking layers CGG and GCG and GGC   under two 
impact energy a) 15 J b) 20 J 

A reasonable trend with a slight overestimation of the whole size. These overestimations of the simulations 

can be explained by several factors. The deficiency of details on interlaminar toughness could have consequences 

on the entire delaminated area. Overestimation of matrix cracks can be caused by the numerical model material 



properties used for the simulation. The material properties of the fibres and matrix were measured on the same 

components and the same production process and some properties calculated or assumed, but with different 

production parameters. The properties of the cohesive zone model some adopted in literature, this could have 

influenced the values that reduced the accuracy of the model. Furthermore, the thickness was defined as the average 

value of the estimated value for samples. 

 

Fig. 15. Prediction of damage in a matrix for each ply of hybrid composite pipe under 20J impact  energy (stacking GGC)  

  

 

Fig. 16. Prediction of damage in a matrix for each ply of hybrid composite pipe under 20J impact energy (stacking GCG) 



 

Fig. 17.  Prediction of damage in a matrix for each ply of hybrid composite pipe under 20J impact energy (stacking CGG) 

 

4.2. Damage formation 

In this part, the progressive damage observed in pressurized hybrid composite pipe samples under low-velocity impact is 

presented. The damage formations and how were pictures taken and evaluated are shown in Fig. 18 which shows the damage 

formation of GGC specimen experimented under 20J energy level. For a better presentation of the damage formation with a 

clear comparison between the samples, damage analysis is focused on samples impacted at 20J. SEM figures captured in radial 

cross-section of CGG, GCG and GGC hybrid samples impacted at 20J energy level. Whereas the hybrid specimens pressurized 

at 32 bar internal pressure. SEM captures of each pressurized sample (CGG, GCG and GGC) subjected to low-velocity impact 

loading under 20J are presented in Figs. 19 and 20.  

 

 

Fig. 18. Macro damage at GGC stacking hybrid composite pipe after low-velocity impact  



 

Fig. 19. SEM analysis of delamination damages after experimental work through the thickness of the hybrid composite pipe  

 



 

Fig. 20. Damages (intralaminar and interlaminar) after experimental work in hybrid composite pipes  

 

In Fig. 21, cross-sectional images taken from the impact center and outside the impact center are given. When 

these images obtained in the numerical model are examined, although the displacement is the highest in the impact 

center, it is seen that the movement between the layers is low. On the contrary, the shear stresses formed by the 

effect of the displacement between the layers around the impact center significantly increased the delamination 



damage. When Fig. 19, Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 are examined together, it is understood that the damages in low velocity 

impact are displacement controlled and especially the damages are concentrated around the impact center. When 

an evaluation is made according to the stacking sequence, delamination damage is seen extensively in GCG 

samples, while delamination and all other damage modes can be seen in GGC and CGG samples. Especially in the 

GGC sample, surface matrix cracks, interlayer transfer cracks, intralaminar damages (radial cracks) and internal 

surface matrix cracks were observed intensively. Considering these damage developments, it is seen that the 

stacking sequence of hybrid composite pipes significantly affects the damage development in low velocity impact 

response. In this study, after experimental and numerical investigations, it can be said that the GCG stacking is the 

most suitable design in terms of damage development in hybrid pipes followed by CGG, and GGC, respectively. 

 

Fig. 21. Delamination predicted by the numerical model through the thickness of the hybrid composite pipe  

 



Overall, the 3D model impact results (force-time, displacement-time, and energy-time reported) present the 

best agreement with the data of experimental investigation [26], indicating that, the formation of damage was 

modelled with enough accuracy. Alternatively work would be necessary to achieve a more accurate evaluation of 

the matrix cracks and delamination. More characterization should evaluate the composite material properties 

calculated/using in this study. Particular tests should be accomplished on the hybrid composite pipe to predict each 

material data. 

 

5. Conclusions  

Low-velocity impacts on pressurized full-scale hybrid composite pipe were numerically investigated. A 3D 

FE model is developed using both intralaminar and interlaminar damages theories. Hashin failure criteria were 

adopted to predict fibre failure and matrix cracking.  

 Delamination onset events and propagation were simulated with the use of cohesive elements. The 

developed model was modelled in the FE Explicit/Abaqus software [57] by the implementation of a user-

defined subroutine VUMAT. The model demonstrated the ability to predict the impact scenarios.  

 The impact time evolution and the maximum impact load were predicted for different stacking sequences 

(Carbon-Glass-Glass, Glass-Carbon-Glass, Glass-Glass-Carbon) and validating using highly detailed 

experimental investigation published [26]. 

 The estimated displacement–time traces correlate well with experimental results in loading event.  The 

increase of impact energy can promote the damage accumulation, and the implementation of progressive 

damage model governed by elements deletion when the criterion it will be satisfied plays a role in the 

difference between the numerical and experimental curves of impactor displacement in unloading events. 

 A comparison of energy absorbed of three stacking sequences obtained by numerical model and 

experimental data is conducted and correlate well. 

 The induced damage and the captures of each shape of matrix cracking and delamination was over 

calculated and predicted by the robust numerical simulation. The believed rationale for this small 

difference can be based on the lack of precision in the values of the used material properties, geometrical 

inaccuracy (thickness variation).  



 Future work should focus on the mechanical characterization of hybrid composite laminate to evaluate 

the composite material properties. Overall the 3D FE model and the choice of failure criteria presented 

acceptable for modelling all scenarios of damage formation on a full-scale hybrid composite pipe.  

 The study of the damage formation of the hybrid composite pipe under various loading events including 

low-velocity impact and internal pressure loads has all its interest to the designer. Indeed, even a very 

small initiating damage becomes a considerable cause of the degradation in the structural integrity of the 

hybrid composite structures. 
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